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ABSTRACT 

Changing requirements of customer needs establishes the need to 

analyze impact of requirement changes. For success of any 

software requirement analysis is very essential. In this paper, we 

propose a four stage method engineering process which aims at 

estimating impact of change. The process model described is a 

linear layered model. Impact sets are computed by analyzing 

dependency tractability relations with other connected method 

components. The results produced provide two type of 

information (a) added, deleted, modified methods (b) depth 

(extent) of impact on the system.   

General Terms 

Change impact analysis, software maintenance, software testing. 

Keywords 

Change impact analysis, method, method engineering, 

requirements traceability, situational method engineering, 

software testing. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Software evolution is an ongoing process carried out in order to 

meet changing requirements of stakeholders such as beneficiaries 

or users. For the success of any software, requirements analysis 

is critical. In real-world projects requirements change throughout 

the project due to changing user requirements and application 

goals. 

Requirement engineering (RE) according to [12] is "a sub 

discipline of systems engineering and software engineering that 

is concerned with determining the goals, functions, and 

constraints of hardware and software systems." Any change in 

requirement will accordingly affect design, coding and 

implementation. To cope up with the situation test cases are to 

be adapted in order to test implementation against revised 

requirements. Thus there is a need to analyze impact of 

requirement changes on other requirements leading to design, 

coding and implementation in order to understand likely impact 

of requirement changes on product quality and need for re-

testing. 

We propose a four stage method engineering process. The 

requirement engineering phase consists of representation of 

design phase as structural base and construction phase as 

dependency base which consists of organization (detail of co-

relation among methods) of method structure and dependencies 

between them. In order to analyze impact of change we use 

concept of Situational Method Engineering (SME) [5] which 

assumes existence of a method repository from where method (s) 

of interest are retrieved, modified or assembled into a new 

method that is subsequently stored in repository. 

The proposed approach computes impact set by analyzing change 

in requirements. Dependency relations are used as trace links to 

determine depth of impact on the system. The paper is structured 

as follows. Section 2 gives details of related work of our work. 

Section 3 presents the proposed framework and process model. In 

Section 4, we illustrate the whole process with the help of an 

example. In Section 5, we provide result analysis to illustrate 

change impact analysis. Section 6 presents the result analysis of 

experimental setup conducted on a set of programs to validate 

the presented approach.  Section 7 concludes the paper. 

2. RELATED WORK 
The main component of our approach is estimation of impact of 

change in the requirement phase of software development. Many 

researchers have addressed the issue of change impact analysis in 

the context of requirements modeling. [6, 17] use UML profiling 

mechanism for goal-oriented requirements engineering approach 

whereas KAOS model of [19] can be represented in UML by 

using the approach given in [6]. [17] use UML profiling 

mechanism to provide an integrated modeling language for 

functional and non-functional requirements that are mostly 

specified by using different notations. [20] describes a tool 

support for graphical requirement models and automatic 

generation of Software Requirements Specifications (SRS) for 

checking constraint violations for requirements models. However 

they do not support change impact analysis upon requirements 

and their relations. [15] proposes a model for requirement 

traceability which captures  relations between different software 

artifacts and requirements instead of relations between 

requirements. [16] presents an approach to capture more precise 

traces by defining operational semantics - with a triplet (event, 

condition, actions) for traceability in UML. [21] proposes a 

generic solution for both specification and appliance of 

traceability. [18] illustrate the need for developer tolerance of 

inconsistencies for managing inconsistencies between different 

model artifacts but it does not provide any techniques to 

determine the impacts within a model. [2] presents a tracing 

mechanism based on SysML UML 2.0 profile to define 

requirements according to a proposed requirements 
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classification.  [10] uses an XML based approach of traceability 

graph to detect the dependency between model elements. [9] uses 

graphs and sets to represent changes. [1] defines elements and 

relations between elements to be traced with intra-level and 

inter-level dependencies. [7] uses transitive closures of call 

graphs to estimate impact analysis. [8] discusses an impact 

analysis based on traceability data of an object-oriented system 

by tracing across phases with intra-level and inter-level 

dependencies. Whereas change impact analysis for software 

architectures is discusses in [22], although their analysis is 

restricted to architectural level only. 

3. PROPOSED APPROACH 
We propose a two layered framework to break situational method 

engineering task into stages. This is organized in a hierarchy of 

abstractions shown in Figure 1 below.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Two-layered framework 

 

As stated in [3] a change introduced can be in one of two phases 

“A proposed change implies that impact analysis should be 

performed to determine how change would impact the existing 

system, whereas an implemented change implies that all 

impacted artifacts and their related links should be updated to 

reflect the change”. In our approach we aim at estimating the 

impact of change (and its depth) about the possible impacts of a 

proposed requirements change on the overall system by analyzing 

methods components and their dependency relations.  

3.1 Structural Base 
This level provides the elaborative design of the process for 

which changes are to be made. In other words it reveals 

relationship between method components. It determine how the 

method is constructed, what features it provides, what constraints 

are applicable etc.  This level provides components of selected 

method and hence component of new method can be identified by 

looking at structure (architecture) of selected method. If structure 

matches with components of desired new method then next level 

of abstraction is reached. If in case it fails to match, desired new 

method can be constructed by using either of two approaches (a) 

method engineer can add any of missing component and 

corresponding dependencies can be worked out (b) method 

engineer can delete any of unwanted component from selected 

architecture and accordingly can work out for dependencies 

between remaining components. To construct structural base for 

a given method we use the concept of [11] and change in two 

structures are identified using design given in Figure 2. It takes 

detailed design of method components and their relationship as 

input for both the processes (programs for which these method 

components are constructed). These are processed in input-output 

processing model which compares two method components to 

produce changed set. This changed set compromises of those 

methods which are deleted, added or modified. Software 

maintainer has to analyze this changed set to estimate impact of 

change. To study this impact further the next level of abstraction 

is approached which is a meta-models. Here dependencies 

between method components are worked out for analyzing 

relationship contained in each complex method block of 

structural base. The details are given in following section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Detailed view of Structural Base 

 

3.2 Dependency Base 
Dependency base is the second level of abstraction. It is a broad 

structure of the method and relies on a model of a method. This 

may be a meta-model, for example the fragment [5], contextual 

[4], or decisional meta-model [13], or alternatively it can be 

based on a generic model [14]. To define dependency between 

method primitives of structural base we use generic model of 

methods approach given in [14].  

3.3 Process Model 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Process Model  

 

We organize whole process in four stages as shown in Figure 3. 

The process starts with structural matching stage. It is assumed 

that components of old and new methods and their relationships 

have been worked out before processing for structural match. The 

matching takes place as follows: The two programs are taken as 

input and are compared with the aim of producing dissimilar 

components. The second stage considers set of methods selected 

(dissimilar methods) in first stage. Third stage aims to determine 

dependencies among methods between (a) selected methods of 

changed set at second stage, (b) any missing ones determined, 
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<Rank, generate> 
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IC 
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and (c) any new ones added. The last stage uses information of 

third stage to calculate depth of impact. Dependency based traces 

are used to gather this information.  

 

4. ILLUSTRATION OF PROCESS 
To illustrate our process, let us assume the process of admitting a 

student to a university. As shown in Figure 4 above, Admit 

Student is a complex method built from three methods, Process 

Applicant, Collect Fee and Register Student respectively. The 

structure shows that Process Applicant method is complex and 

built over Receive Application and Conduct Exam. These two 

components are in Deferred-Must (DM) dependency. That is 

after the application has been received, Conduct Exam can be 

enacted any time later but it must be enacted. The method, 

Collect Fee, is dependent on enactment of Process Applicant. 

Once it is enacted, Collect Fee is enacted in a Deferred-Can 

(DC) mode. This is because Admit Student assumes that some 

students may not pay fee, possibly because they have got 

admission elsewhere (necessity is Can) and also that there can be 

a time gap between student selection and fee payment (Urgency 

is Deferred). Lastly, Register Student must be done immediately 

after Collect Fee. So, it is in an Immediate-Must (IM) 

dependency with Collect Fee. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Detailed view of Conduct Exam method 

 

Conduct Exam method in Figure 5 starts off by sending question 

papers, <question paper, send> method primitive. The 

conduction of exam must be immediately done after arrival of 

question paper. This is captured by node <Exam, conduct> and 

IM dependency. The evaluation of test can be done anytime after 

conduction of test. This is captured by node, <Test, Evaluate> 

and DM dependency. The rank can be generated anytime after 

evaluation of answer sheets is done, this is captured by node 

<Rank, Generate> and DM dependency. Now, based on rank of 

candidate, student can either be called for counseling or he can 

be disqualified. This is captured by node <Student, call> and 

<Student, Disqualify> respectively with (Immediate Can) IC  

 

 

 

dependency in both the cases. Dependency relationship among 

method primitives is shown in Table 1 below. 

Table 1. Dependency relationship among method primitives 

S 

No. 

Method 

Primitive I 

Method 

Primitive II 

Type of 

dependenc

y 

1 <question paper, 

send> 

<Exam, 

conduct> 

IM 

2 <Exam, conduct> <Test, Evaluate> DM 

3 <Test, Evaluate> <Rank, 

Generate> 

DM 

4 <Rank, 

Generate> 

<Student, call> IC 

5 <Rank, 

Generate> 

<Student, 

Disqualify> 

IC 

 

Now consider that there is a requirement of changing process of 

conducting an exam. The stakeholder wants to add one more 

component of conducting an exam by online process to existing 

process. According to specified requirement a student can now 

appear for exam online and it will receive result immediately. 

This will be helpful for him/her to estimate whether he or she 

will be admitted to course or not. On the other hand a student 

who opts for offline exam has to wait for some period of time for 

their results. On looking to requirements software developers 

proposed a modified view of conduct exam similar to Figure 6 

shown below. As a part of impact analysis it will be beneficial to 

estimate impact of change on overall system at this stage only so 

that after effects of making changes do not affect design, coding 

and implementation of the system. 

Figure 6 shows modified model of method components and their 

dependencies. Here Conduct Exam method starts off by sending 

question papers, <question paper, send> method primitive for 

both online and offline exam conduction. In both the cases 

conduction of exam must be immediately done after arrival of 

question paper. This is captured by nodes <Offline Exam, 

conduct> and <Online Exam, conduct> with IM dependency. The 

evaluation of test can be done anytime after conduction of test in 

Figure 4. Components description and their relationship for Admit Student process 
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case of offline exam whereas it has to be done immediately in 

case of online exam. These two events are captured by node, 

<Test, Evaluate> and DM dependency for former approach and 

with IM dependency for latter. The rank can be generated 

anytime after evaluation of test is done in case of offline exam 

and this is captured by node <Rank, Generate> and DM 

dependency whereas it has to be done immediately in case of 

online exam and is captured by IM dependency. Now, based on 

the rank of candidate, student can either be called for counseling 

or he can be  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

disqualified. This is captured by node <Student, call> and 

<Student, Disqualify> respectively with IC dependency in both 

the cases for online exam and with IM dependency for both the 

cases of online exam. Dependency relationship among method 

primitives of modified process are shown in Table 2 below. 

 

Table 2. Dependency relationship among method primitives 

of modified process 

S 

No. 

Method 

Primitive I 

Method 

Primitive II 

Type of 

dependenc

y 

1 <question paper, 

send> 

<Offline Exam, 

conduct> 

IM 

2 <question paper, 

send> 

<online Exam, 

conduct> 

IM 

3 <Offline Exam, 

conduct> 

<Test, Evaluate> DM 

4 <online Exam, 

conduct> 

<Test, Evaluate> IM 

5 <Test, 

Evaluate> 

<Rank, 

Generate> 

DM/IM 

6 <Rank, 

Generate> 

<Student, call> IC/IM 

7 <Rank, 

Generate> 

<Student, 

Disqualify> 

ICIM 

 

5. RESULT ANALYSIS 
To estimate impact of change software maintainer’s analyses 

dependencies worked out between method primitives of base 

process and modified process shown in Table 1 and Table 2 

respectively. The results of comparison are shown in Table 3. 

Impact set is generated on basis of change in dependency in 

existing method primitives and added method primitives. Table 4 

represents impact set for added method primitives and changed 

dependency method primitives based on dependency traceability. 

The results of Table 4 indicate suspicious method primitives that 

need to be tested. The results also help in classifying information 

in (a) methods affected by added dependency and (b) methods 

affected by changed dependency. This will be helpful in 

analyzing the change of impact at early stage only. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1 Depth of Impact 
It can be calculated from dependency base by analyzing number 

of methods affected (addition, deletion or change in dependency 

between methods). The level of depth will be last node where 

change has propagated. As shown in Figure 6 the extent of the 

impact is till end. Hence it can be concluded that depth of impact 

is till the last level. 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we proposed a change impact analysis technique 

based on dependency traceability of requirements relations. To 

achieve our aim we propose a framework for process model for 

comparing two program requirements. Our assumption is that if 

there is to be a rejection in making desired changes by 

stakeholders, then it is less expensive to do this early in 

engineering process rather than later. The impact sets are 

calculated by tracing dependency relation among method 

components.  

The engineering process described here is a stage-wise linear 

model. Once structural matching is done, change method 

components for changed set are highlighted.  To analyze the 

method components more deeply the dependency relations are 

analyzed in dependency base. This will help in gathering impact 

sets based on dependency traceability relations among methods. 

Based on this data the depth (extent) of impact on the system can 

be calculated. 

<Question paper, send > 

<Offline Exam, conduct> <Test, Evaluate> 

<Rank, generate> 

<Student, call> 

IM 
DM\IM 

IC\IM 

DM 

IC\IM 

<Student, disqualify> 

IM 

IM 

<Online Exam, conduct> 

Figure 6. Modified view of Conduct Exam method 

Figure 4. Components description and their relationship 

for Admit Student process 
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Method 

Primitive I of 

Process 1 

Method Primitive 

II of Process 1 

Type of 

dependency 

Method 

Primitive I of 

Process 2 

Method 

Primitive II of 

process 2 

Type  

of 

dependency 

Change  

in dependency 

<question paper, 

send> 
<Exam, conduct> IM 

<question paper, 

send> 

<Offline Exam, 

conduct> 
IM No 

- - -- -- 
<question paper, 

send> 

<online Exam, 

conduct> 
IM Added 

<Exam, 

conduct> 
<Test, Evaluate> DM 

<Offline Exam, 

conduct> 
<Test, Evaluate> DM No 

-- -- -- 
<online Exam, 

conduct> 
<Test, Evaluate> IM Added 

<Test, 

Evaluate> 
<Rank, Generate> DM <Test, Evaluate> 

<Rank, 

Generate> 
DM/IM Yes 

<Rank, 

Generate> 
<Student, call> IC 

<Rank, 

Generate> 
<Student, call> IC/IM Yes 

<Rank, 

Generate> 

<Student, 

Disqualify> 
IC 

<Rank, 

Generate> 

<Student, 

Disqualify> 
ICIM Yes 

Method 

Primitive I of 

Process 1 

Method 

Primitive II of 

Process 1 

Type of 

dependency 

Method Primitive I 

of Process 2 

Method Primitive 

II of process 2 

Type of 

dependency 

Change in 

dependency 

- - -- -- 
<question paper, 

send> 

<online Exam, 

conduct> 
IM Added 

-- -- -- 
<online Exam, 

conduct> 
<Test, Evaluate> IM Added 

<Test, Evaluate> 
<Rank, 

Generate> 
DM <Test, Evaluate> <Rank, Generate> DM/IM Yes 

<Rank, 

Generate> 
<Student, call> IC <Rank, Generate> <Student, call> IC/IM Yes 

<Rank, 

Generate> 

<Student, 

Disqualify> 
IC <Rank, Generate> 

<Student, 

Disqualify> 
ICIM Yes 

Table 3. Comparison of Results  

Table 4. Suspicious method primitives 
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